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We give an example of iterative dual changes in Assignment Problems which does not converge 
to the solution. To built up the example we use properties of the Fibonacci Sequence. 
. 
1. Introduction 
Algorithms to solve the Assignment Problem use a primal-dual procedure and a 
bipartite graph associated with each dual solution. In each primal iteration they look 
for a perfect matching in this graph, when one is found it is an optimal solution; 
when none is found there is at least one set of vertices in one side, say K, whose 
neighbour set, say N(K), is too small (that is IKj>jN(K)J); these sets are used in 
a dual iteration to improve the dual solution, change the graph and go back to do 
a primal iteration. 
When the data is integer (or rational) valued, these algorithms will find the op- 
timal solution with a finite number of dual changes no matter what set K is used 
at each iteration, provided lKl> IN(K 
The algorithms differ in the rules to find either the perfect matching or the set 
K at each iteration. In many Operations Research books the algorithms to solve 
Assignments Problems ask for a set K such that the value IK( - I/V(K)1 is maximum; 
if this value is zero, then there is a perfect matching else use this set K for the dual 
iteration (see [I], [2], [S]). In order to have a polinomial worst case bound in- 
dependently of the data the Kuhn [6]-Munkres [7] algorithm use the Hungarian 
algorithm to find either the perfect matching or the set K at each iteration. 
We will consider an algorithm with no restrictions in order to select K and show 
that, when the data is not rational valued, there are problems for which this 
algorithm will not terminate. To build up the example we use properties of the 
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Fibonacci sequence, Ford-Fulkerson [4] also use the Fibonacci numbers in a non- 
convergent flow problem. 
In Section 2 we state the conditions of the problem, in Section 3 we prove the pro- 
perties of the Fibonacci sequence we need and in Section 4 we give the example, 
2. The Assignment Problem 
2.1. The Assignment Problem is: 
max i icii+, cij real values for all i and j, 
i=l J=I 
subject to i Xij= 1 for j= 1, . . ..n. 
i= I 
j$,Xijzl for ;=I,..., ft, 
and xii20 for all i and j. 
Really, Xij has to be 0 or 1, but we can relax this condition since the matrix of 
the problem is totally unimodular; hence using a primal-dual algorithm we will 
found a binary solution. 
2.2. The Dual Problem is 
min ~lli+~Vj , 
i=l J’i > 
subject to Ui+ VjLCij for all i and j. 
2.3. To any dual feasible solution (u, v), we associate the bipartite graph G(u, v) 
whose nodes are the indices i and j of rows and columns and the set of arcs is 
{(i,j): Ui+Vj- ij- c - 0). To any matching T in G(u, v) we associate the vector: 
x=(x0: xij= I if (i,j)E T, xij=O otherwise); 
it is well known that this vector is a solution to 2.1 if and only if T is a perfect 
matching. 
2.4. The Konig-Hall Theorem says that G(u, v) has a perfect matching if and only 
if for every set of column indices K the set N(K) of neighbours of K satisfies 
IK\ I IN(K)], where N(K) = {i: there existsjE K such that (i,j) is an arc of G(u, v)}. 
2.5. Let M be the n x n matrix with entries lnij= Ui+ uj- cQ. Then (i, j) is an arc in 
G(u, V) if and only if tnij=O. 
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Algorithms to solve this problem are based in the following procedure. 
2.6. Procedure 
Step 0. Find (u, u) dual feasible and compute M. 
Step 1. If G(u, IJ) has a perfect matching, then find one and stop else continue. 
Step 2. Find K such that IN(K)] < ]K]. 
Step 3. Compute a=min{mii: ieN( jcK}. 
Step 4. Update M by 
mii-cr 
mii= 
1 
for i$N(K), jEK, 
mij-ta for iEN( j$K, 
mij otherwise. 
Step 5. Go to step 1. 
Procedure 2.6 will always stop with an optimal solution when the Cij are integer. 
In this work we solve the following problem: 
2.7. Show that where Cij is not integer-valued in an Assignment Problem, Pro- 
cedure 2.6 need not terminate. , 
This shows why the Kuhn [6]-Munkres [7] algorithm puts specific rules in Steps 
1 and 2 in order to have a polinomial worst case bound independently of the data. 
For a general discussion of the Assignment Problem and proof of this section 
statements see Bondy-Murty [3]. 
3. The Fibonacci Sequence 
3.1. The Fibonacci Sequence {a(i)} is defined recursively by 
6) a(O)=0 and a(l)=l; 
(ii) a(i)=a(i- l)+a(i-2) for all iz2. 
3.2. Property. For any ir 1 we have 
a(2i) < a(2i+2) < a(2i-t 1) < a(2i- 1) 
a(2i+ 1) a(2i + 3) a(2i + 2) a(2i)’ 
Proof. First we show, by induction on j, that for all jl 1 we have: 
(4 a2(2j)<a(2j- 1) a(2j+ 1). 
For j= 1 we have a2(2) = 1~2 = a(1) a(3). Let (a) be true for j= i, then adding to 
. both sides 2 a(2i) a(2i+ 1) + a2(2i+ 1) the inequality is preserved. Thus 
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a2(2i + 2) = (a(2i) + a(2i + 1))2 
= a2(2i) + 2 u(2i) u(2i+ 1) + u2(2i+ 1) 
cu(2i- 1) u(2i+ 1)+2 u(2i) u(2i+ l)+u2(2i+ 1) 
=u(2i+ 1) a(2i+3) 
because u(2i - 1) + 2 u(2i) + u(2i + 1) = u(2i + 1) + u(2i + 2) = a(2i+ 3). 
u(2i) u(2i + 2) 
(b) ~ ~ 
u(2i+ 1) < u(2i+3) ’ 
because subtracting a’(2i+ 1) from both sides of (a) for j= i+ 1 we have 
u2(2i+2)-u’(2i+ l)=(u(2i+2)+u(2i+ 1)) (u(2i+ 2)-u(2i+ 1)) 
= u(2i + 3) u(2i) < u(2i + 1) u(2i + 3) - u’(2i + 1) 
=u(2i+ 1) u(2i+2). 
(cl ~ ~ 
u(2i+2) < u(2i+ 1) 
u(2i + 3) u(2i + 2) ’ 
is equivalent to (a) with j= i+ 1. 
u(2i+ 1) 
(d) ~ ~ 
< u(2i- 1) 
u(2i + 2) a(2i) ’ 
because adding u(2i) u(2i - 1) to (a) with j = i we have 
u”(2i)+u(2i) u(2i- l)=u(2i) u(2i+ 1) 
<u(2i- 1) u(2i+ l)-tu(2i) u(2i- 1) 
=u(2i- 1) u(2i+2). Cl 
An immediate consequence of Property 3.2 is: 
3.3. Properly. The sequences u(2i)/u(2i+ 1) and u(2i+ l)/u(2i+ 2) ure convergent 
and satisfy 
-<lima0 - u(2i) 
u(2i+ 1) 
< ,im u(2i+ 1) < u(2i+ 1) 
1-m u(2i + 1) i-m u(2i + 2) 
-<1 for ullirl. 
u(2i + 2) 
3.4. Denote by a the Km,-, u(2i)/u(2i+ 1) and let {&} be the sequence defined 
recursively by 
(4 &,= 1 and A,=cr, 
(b) li=Aj-2-li-, for all i22. 
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3.5. Property. For all ir 1, we have Azi=a(2i- I) - aa(2i) and ,Izi+, = 
aa(2i+ 1) -a(2i). Moreover the sequence {Ai} is positive and decreasing, that is 
O</l2i<A2i-]<ll*i-2I 1 for all i2 1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. For i= I we have ,I*= 1 - a=a(l) - aa(2) 
and A3 = A, -AZ = (r - (1 - a) = 2a - 1 = a a(3) -a(2). Also, by Property 3.3, we have 
4 = a(2)/a(3) c a < 1. Therefore 
O<A,=l-a<+<a=1,cl=A,. 
Let the property be true for i, then 
A2;+2=A2;-AZ;+, 
= (a(2i- 1) + a(2i)) - a(a(2i) + a(2i + 1)) = a(2i + 1) - aa(2i + 2). 
Also, since by Property 3.3 a<a(2i+ l)/a(2i+2), we have O<A2;+2 and A2i+ t </Izi. 
Furthermore 
Izi+~=il2i+,-~zi+z=a(a(2i+1)+a(2i+2))-(a(2i)+a(2i+1) 
= aa(2i + 3) - a(2i + 2). 
By Property 3.3, a(2i+2)/a(2i+3)<a; hence O<lzi+I-~~i+z, that is 
O<A2i+2<Azj+I <A275 1. c3 
3.6. Property. For any set J of non-negative integers and for all iz0, we have 
A;< 1<4- Cj,jAj. 
Proof. By Property 3.5 we know that lir 1; hence we only have to prove 
C,=, Aj<3. We have 
j=2 j=2 j-2 
by definition of {Ai}. Hence 
j-0 j= I 
C ~j==~+II+~,-li_,=2+a-li-I for i22. 
j=O 
But, by Property 3.5, ~i_,>O and a< 1. Therefore I:;, Aj<2+a<3 for all ir2. 
Finally, since ~i>O, we have 
The sequence {/Ii} was found looking for a positive and decreasing sequence 
generated by two elements and satisfying the recurrence equation ~i=li_z- Ji- t 
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which suggested the use of the Fibonacci numbers. Ford-Fulkerson [4] used the 
same sequence to give an example indicating that the labeling process for maximal 
network flow problems might fail to terminate if arc capacities are irrational, 
however this flow example can not be used to derive the assignment example given 
here. 
4. The Example 
We denote by M” the value of matrix A4 when entering the iterative part of Pro- 
cedure 2.6, Steps 1 to 4, for the klh time. 
Let M’ be: 
4 4 0 4 A,=Cl 
4 A"= I 4 0 4 
0 4 4 4 0 
4 4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 4 
Clearly G(u, u) has no perfect matching. Select columns K= { 1,2}; then 
N(K)= (3) and E=&. 
Therefore M’ is: 
4-10 4 - A0 0 4 Al 
4 - A0 0 4 0 4 
0 4 4-10 461" A0 
4-10 4-L" 4 4 4 
4-10 4-10 4 4 4 
Select columns K= {4,5}; then N(K) = {2} and &=A,, since A, <A, by Property 
3.5. 
Therefore M3 is: 
4-10 
4-L2 
0 
4-& 
4-10 
0 4-1, 0 
4+1, 0 4 
4+10 4+10 lo-l, =A2 
4 4-1, 4-1, 
4 4-1, 4-A, 
Select columns K = 
Therefore II@ is: 
{2,3}; then N(K )={l} and s=A,=(r<4-&=3. 
4-10 
0 
4-10 
4-U0+11) 
4-(10+11) 
0 4 AI 
4 0 4 
4+.z 4+A2 12 
4-1, 4-1, 4-L, 
J-l, 4-1, 4-l., 
Select again columns K= {4,5}; then N(K) = (2) and by properties 3.5 and 3.6, 
&=A2<A,<4-A,. 
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Therefore MS is: 
J-12 4-10 0 4-12 A,-A2=A, 
4 12 4+12 0 4 
0 4-1, 4iJ.2 4 0 
4- A0 4-(R”+l,) 4-1, 4-(A, +I.?) 4-(A,+A2) 
4 - I.0 4-U0+1,) J-l, J-(A, +Az) 4-(I,+12) 
After four iterations of Steps 1 to 4 of Procedure 2.6 the matrix MS has the same 
essential attributes as M’, namely it satisfies the next property with i= 1. 
4.1. Property. (a) The zeros are in the same locations in M’ and MJi”. 
(b) Ali9 12i+ 19 which satisfy O<Azi+ I <A,~I 1 by Property 3.5 are in the same 
locations in M4i+ ’ , as Lo, 1, respectively in M’ , which satisfy 0 <A, < A0 I 1. 
(c) The other entries in M’ and M4i+’ are greater than 1 by Property 3.6. 
4.2. Therefore we have a loop of four iterations of Steps 2 to 5, where we can select 
the same sequence of columns sets, that is { 1,2}, {4,5}, {2,3} and {4,5}. It is 
tedious but easy to check by induction that after i iterations of the loop, the matrix 
MJi” satisfies Property 4.1 and it is: 
4 ) ‘2, 4+ i A, 0 4 
/=I 
I- I 
0 4- C&,+1 4+ iA?, 4 0 
/ = 0 /=I 
,- I ?r- I I-I ?I ?I 
4- CA:, 4- CA, J- CAz,+, 4 - 1 A, 4 - 1 A/ 
J=o , - 0 / = 0 J=l J-1 
1-I ?i- I 1-I 21 ?I 
4- c l?J 4- CAj 4- C).2,+, 4- CAj J- CAj 
j-0 J-0 /=O J=I j= I 
This is because t?rjI = 117r3 = /?r2,=0 always, and the positions in M’ with 4’s act 
like 00 by Property 3.6; the remaining positions /TI~~=A~~, t?Irj=A?i+ r, and UI~~=O 
change according to 
1 -21 A2,+ I 0 iI. 3 A2i 
0 J2,*1 A2i (4*5) 2 A?r+I 
AZ,+ I 0 A2;+2 12.31 I A?,+ I 
0 AZi+ I A?,+2 i4.51 2 A?;+? 
AZi+? A?,+3 0 
This shows that Procedure 2.6 will run forever and even in the limit will not find 
a perfect matching. 
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